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Abstract

Geologic evaluation of the Kirkuk underground was conducted by comparison of the geometric properties of the cavities derived from two surveys running during 1989 and 2015. The vertical cross sections of the cavities show that most cavities have shown that most cavities have irregular shape because of the presence of impurities in the salt bed that cause different leaching velocities in different directions. The relationship of the cavity roof with tilted salt bed was studied, that shows some of the cavities are not safe to store LPG.
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Introduction

Storage of liquids and gases in solution mined salt caverns was reported firstly in Canada in the early 1940s during world war. Storage in the salt caverns of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and other light hydrocarbons spread rapidly in the early 1950s in North America and several European countries. Storage of crude oil reportedly occurred first in England, also in 1950s during the Suez crisis. Natural Gas Storage followed the storage of liquid hydrocarbons by about decade in the USA and Canada [1]. Kirkuk underground storage project locate on the southern west limb of Kirkuk anticline near Kirkuk city, North Iraq (Figure 1). In 1978 eight wells were drilled for the purpose of LPG storage, five wells of them (2, 5, 6, 7, 8) were selected for leaching operations as the thickness of salt layer in these wells was suitable to create cavern of salt and economical size.

Salts deposits in Iraq

The evaporate deposits exposed on the surface, as well as penetrated by oil and gas wells in different areas and ages in Iraq, these exposures and penetrated wells sections were different in their extensions, types and their depths, this rock salt deposits are recorded in subsurface sections within Middle Miocene Fatha formation and lower Miocene Dhiban formation [2]. They were deposited in the central parts of large evaporitic basins in association of gypsum. The total thickness of the salt beds ranges from (80-65) m, [3]. The upper Jurassic Gotnia anhydrite formation was laid down in super saline lagoon and represents the oldest one among numerous Upper Jurassic saline basins [2].

Fatha formation (previously referred as lower fars) and its equivalent in Iran and Syria, represent the most important formations that contain thick salt bed. Fatha formation was settled in Middle Miocene in shallow marine basin extending (North west-south east) orientation from Mosul to the south-western boundary of Iran via Kirkuk. Fatha formation consist of four geological series, Transition beds, Saliferous beds, Seepage beds and upper red beds from the oldest to the youngest. Saliferous beds including approximately five evaporitic cycles of halite deposits, without reaching the potassium chloride (KCL) deposits. Among the halite deposits, two main halite deposits can be identified which were referred to be upper thick salt bed and lower thick salt (Table 1) (final well report of KGS-2, 5, 6, 7, 8) [4]. The thickness variation of the salt beds is related to the creeping and flowage of the salts due to the horizontal stresses derived from continental collision between Arabian and Iranian plates that causes the thrusting of north east limb of Kirkuk anticline on the south west limb [5].

Leaching Operations and Sonic Surveys

During April/1982-Feb/1984 leaching operations were carried out on these wells as mathematical model proposed for leaching [6]. During the 3rd step of leaching in cavity (KGS-7) differences appeared between theoretical calculations by using the mathematical model and the field results depending on water injection rate and the brine salinity, which caused occurrence of ears in the wall of cavity, that was obviously noticed in sonic survey. This phenomenon caused by impurities in salt that having higher leaching velocity than salt, or by random leaching.

Table 1: Thickness of upper and lower salt bed in the study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well no.</th>
<th>Thickness of upper Salt bed (m)</th>
<th>Thickness of lower salt bed (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGS-2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGS-5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGS-6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGS-7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGS-8</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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operations. About eight sonic survey were conducted in (KGS-2, 5, 6, 7, 8) during the period 1982-1984 to assess leaching operation, with additional survey to some of the cavities during 1984 and 1989.

All recorded echo time were converted into distances supposing rectilinear propagation of sonic waves by utilizing a constant velocity of (1750 m/s, 1742 m/s, 1790 m/s, 1765 m/s and 1761 m/s for the cavities (KGS-2, 5, 6, 7, 8 respectively) [4]. In addition to the converted times of the horizontal panoramic echograms were prepared as horizontal cross sections. A further twelve vertical cross sections (0-360) were constructed.

The last sonic survey was conducted during April /2015 and the outputs of this survey were horizontal cross section every meter from the top to the bottom of the cavity, as well as vertical cross sections every 5° from (0°-360°). The vertical cross sections have 1cm:5m vertical scale and 1cm:5m horizontal scale.

For the purpose of comparison of the results of the 1989 survey with last sonic survey conducted during 2015, the vertical cross sections prepared from the sonic survey conducted during 1989 that have different scale, using excel program was converted, to sections have the same scale of the sections resulted from the last sonic survey for example (Figure 2).

Results and Discussion

The geologic evaluation of the gas storage project is controlled by the thickness of salt bed, impurities in the salts, attitude of the salt bed (dip and dip direction of the salt bed) and tectonic setting of the area. The thickness of the salt bed in the area of the project show highly variation from location to location (25-81) m this thickness variation is due to tectonic activity that caused thrusting of north east limb along the saliferous bed of Fatha formation as detachment surface and squeezing salt bed to south west limb of Kirkuk anticline. To evaluate Kirkuk underground storage project we will assess every cavity individually.

Cavity no. 2

The superimposition of the vertical cross section of 1989 survey on the vertical cross section of the year 2015 survey with plotting the top of salt bed that dips 20° to SW (Figure 3) show that the deformation (breakdown) of cavity wall was in the SW direction, in the two surveys. The core descriptions of this cavity refer to presence of marl and silt as inclusions in the salt bed that cause such deformation and irregular surface of the cavity wall. The geometric properties of the cavity derived from 1989 and 2015 survey show variations between two surveys (Table 2).

These variations are may related to the instrument accuracy, we believe that the accuracy of instrument used in 2015 is more than that used in 1989, due to the huge developments of electronics devices and software for interpretations during last 25 years, in addition to the sonar that used in 2015 survey measures the horizontal and vertical section every 5° rotation and tilt angle and every 1m through the whole depth of the cavity unfortunately, the direction of breakdown is to SW, that represent the direction where the cavity roof be the nearest to top of the salt bed (Figure 3). The cavity can be used for LPG storage after conducting tightness test.

Cavity no. 5

The vertical cross sections of the survey conducted during the years of 1989 and 2015 and it is relationship with the attitude of salt bed (Figure 4) shows the irregular surface of cavity wall due to the presence of marls as inclusions in the salt bed up to 4% (core descriptions) that cause difference in leaching velocities in different direction. In addition to the maximum extension of the cavity about 57 m in (219° - 39°) direction at the depth 313 Mrtkb.

The geometric properties of cavity according to the two surveys (Table 3) show some variations in it is extensions in different directions and reduction in the size of the cavity by about 1367 m³. This reduction attribute to the high accuracy of the instrument used in the last survey that conducted during 2015, and because of the flowage of salt especially the cavity was empty during the last ten years ago and wall of cavity was not supported by suitable pressure. The vertical cross section Figure 4
shows that the roof of the cavity is very near to the salt bed (about 2 m), this made the cavity not safe to store the LPG.

**Cavity no. 6**

The vertical cross sections for the two surveys conducted during the years of 1989. Figure 5 shows that the shape of the cavity is conical with irregular floor surface, and this was expected due to presence of marls and the core description refer to that the salt was transparent to translucent. The plotting of the top salt bed with dip angle (10°/45°) refer clearly that the roof of cavity is far enough, that made the cavity is suitable to store the LPG (Figure 5).

The comparison of the geometric properties of cavity for the two surveys (Table 4) show variation and high increase of the cavity volume up to (6916 m³), this high-volume increase is due to bad operations conditions that related to pumping under saturated brine while unloading the cavity, that case homogenous leaching during that last 25 years.

**Cavity no. 7**

The vertical cross sections for the two surveys conducted during the years of 1989 and 2015 show regular conical shape of the cavity (Figure 6). The core description of the salts refers to that the salt was pure, crystalline, transparent, and white, these properties give the regular shape of the cavity. Dip measurement taken from the care is about (15°/45°). The plotting of the top salt bed with (15°/45°) on the vertical cross section (Figure 6) shows that the roof of the cavity is far enough that made the cavity is suitable to store LPG.

The comparison of geometric properties of the cavity derived from the 1989 and 2015 survey (Table 5) show variation and high increase of the cavity volume up to (6916 m³), this high-volume increase is due to bad operations conditions that related to pumping under saturated brine while unloading the cavity, that case homogenous leaching during that last 25 years.
Conclusion

The geologic evaluation of Kirkuk underground storage cavities was conducted according to its shape, its relation to the top of salt bed, purity of salt as well as the tectonic setting of the area. The vertical cross section of the cavities shows that:

- Most cavities have irregular shape due to the presence of marls and silt as inclusions in the salt bed.
- The roof of the cavity no.2 shows longitudinal extension to south west direction, that made the roof is too near to the top of the salt bed, and the cavity can be used to store LPG after conducting tightness test.
- The vertical cross section of the cavity no.5 show that the roof the cavity is about 2m to top of salt bed that made the cavity is not safe to store LPG.
- The geometric properties of the cavities no.6 and no.7 show volume increase during last 25 years of operation due to bad operation conditions represented by increasing the numbers of filling and unloading operations (more than 5 times) for one year.
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